Abstract
Introduction
Mechanical design variation, known as kinematic and dynamic sensitivity analysis in the mechanical engineering literature, is the optimization of a mechanical design objective with respect to any design parameter such that additional constraints, typically assembly constraints, are met. More generally, kinematics is the study of motions of bodies without considering mass and force, while dynamics is the general study of motion. Forward kinematics maps from a body's configuration variables to positions in Cartesian space and forward dynamics maps forces to body acceleration. Inverse kinematics and dynamics are projections in the other direction. The variational mechanical design methodology presented here allows interactive manipulation and optimization of an assembly. A designer might concurrently change assembly geometry and see the effects, for example, on the rest of the assembly. The framework has similarities to differential manipulation 1 , self-assembly 2 , and to the kinematic manipulation of open and closed loop systems in reduced coordinates 3, 4, 5, 6 . However, previous special-case assembly interaction techniques are generalized here for all aspects of variational mechanical design so that any mechanical parameter can be a manipulation or optimization "free" variable.
This paper focuses on high performance kinematic sensitivity analysis for assemblies and inverse dynamics force feedback for haptic interaction. A primary concern is scalability for large systems. By using augmented coordinates to describe a system of geometric design objectives and constraints, and using the solution methods presented in this paper, force control interaction update rates can occur. Such kilohertz rate updates of kinematic and dynamic analyses make it possible to have more natural manipulation of assemblies in CAD, animation, and virtual prototyping applications. A general form of the interactive geometric design optimization problem is solved within this framework. An example is the perturbation of joint geometry for maximal dexterity such that the assembly constraints and additional mechanical joint limit constraints are met. The placement of an object in a scene which is to be picked up by an armature might be optimized so that it is in a highly dextrous area. • Concurrent viewing, manipulation, optimization, and force feedback, • Navigation through the configuration space of a mechanism ( Fig.1 
Systems of Geometric Constraints
One representation for describing the kinematics of mechanisms for a rigid or flexible body is augmented coordinates. Each rigid or flexible body is defined as a vector of world frame position, orientation, and other variables such as its deformation state. An alternative is to use a minimal set of coordinates, called reduced or joint space coordinates (as used in robotics 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 ). We will prefer augmented coordinates due to the generality of expression of nonholonomic constraints, flexible body deformations, and efficient inverse dynamics computations in the closed loop case for haptics (Section 5). Joints in augmented coordinates are defined as a system of constraint equations, C, that are a function of coordinates and design variables, concatenated in q. Cq refers to the partials of the constraints with respect to the variables in the vector q.
Each constraint (joint) between bodies is represented by a constraint equation i C. For example, a two link open loop mechanism that has ground, link_1, and link_2 bodies with constraints 1 C between ground and link_1, 2 C between link_1 and link_2, and 0 C holding ground immobile, is described kinematically by
This system is a function of three 7 × 1 vectors q containing components of a world frame 3 × 1 Cartesian position vector and 4 × 1 quaternion orientation vector. We demonstrate a specialized method to augment such systems with design objective functionals to solve kinematic systems in the manner of a generic constrained optimization problem: minimize f subject to C = 0.
Example objectives f include maximizing a mechanical character's dexterity or maximal collision avoidance (Appendices C,D). A fast solution (to follow) will be used for mechanisms which are assembled and do not suffer local minima problems during manipulation, i.e. in the steady state. Accelerations derived from the assembly manipulation create inertial forces and other effects for use in haptics force feedback to the operator.
Interactive Design Variation
To solve or self-assemble the system using augmented coordinates, we construct a software constraint object 1, 11, 19 of symbolic equations that do not change form once they are formulated. A new system of equations is not needed for each different set of geometric design parameters that an animator or designer may want to choose. At a high level, we require the following constraint information:
The last grouping is required only for dynamic analysis, not kinematic design variation, but is included for completeness (see Section 5.1). The rows of C are the constraint equations, which when stacked form a constraint manifold. The graph topology indicates which constraints are used.
In this work, elements of the design parameters q may be removed and treated as constants. Which parameters are variable may be set by the user by "clicking" on a particular piece of geometry. The constants set by the user will be manipulation parameter constants. We have found it intuitive to render the non-constant parameters (except for part positions), such as variable link length, in wireframe to provide a clear indication of what the optimization algorithm is doing. The user is effectively interacting with the graph of the mechanism by selecting which parameters are variable and which are constant.
The system includes appropriate columns Cq, the partial of C with respect to each design parameter q, depending on which parameters the user wants to optimize (rather than manipulate or hold constant). Design parameters, and therefore Jacobian columns, can be removed or turned off with flags without reformulating the system equations. The elements of q and ∆q are adjusted to correspond to the columns in the constraint Jacobian.
Sparse Matrix Characteristics in Augmented Coordinates
The gradient of the constraint system C, that is, the constraint Jacobian ∂C/∂q, has sparse structure 11, 19, 20 . Each constraint such as a universal joint constraint in Appendix A or surface-surface "joint" in Appendix E relates two (or a constant small number) of bodies when augmented coordinates are used (Fig.4) . The universal joint constraint Jacobian will be of size 4 × (w i + w j ), for w design variables associated with body i, j. For nc constraints, Cq will contain 2nc small, dense submatrices and 0 elsewhere.
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Interactive Numerical Optimization
A fast method of solving the system equations is absolutely critical to enable interactive editing. Even more serious is the computational requirement with kilohertz rate force feedback for haptics. Our approach has been to abandon the more sophisticated, global optimization methods in favor of a simple, fast algorithm, with reasonably good convergence properties. We may maintain the assembly constraints by looking at the Jacobian of the constraint manifold, which is the direction of the joint constraint force. Scaling this direction by the constraint violation, as in Eq.3, we have a means by which to satisfy the joint constraints within some radius of convergence at extremely high update rates.
Starting from the augmented Lagrangian method 35, 36 for optimizing f subject to constraints C, we havė
Now we conveniently restack Eq.1 into a concise form for use with the sparse Jacobian Cq,
and integrateλ,q to maintain the constraints and minimize f .
In practice, assembly constraints are easily maintained once an admissible configuration is found. Quaternions are used as elements of orientation in q to help linearize the optimization search space. It is notable that the use of Euler angles causes Eq.3 to fail in most circumstances. The effect of quaternion renormalization is a concern in the iterative algorithm; we address this issue by adding the unit length quaternion condition q T rot qrot − 1 = 0 as an additional constraint, one for each body. The constant k in Eq.3 is a diagonal matrix of weights derived following the robotics calibration literature on scaling and rank.
This method requires only a sparse matrix times column vector operation and therefore one iteration executes several orders of magnitude faster than higher order optimization methods 33, 37 . It is trivially parallelizable. The convergence properties are in general dependent on the nonlinearity of the constraints and other factors. Excellent results have been obtained for large systems with design variables including flexible body coordinates, body positions, joint locations, and ground positions. For a 4 body, spatial mechanism, 100 kilohertz updates are achieved on a 2 processor SGI workstation. For simple planar systems, 1 MHz updates are achieved since fewer than a hundred multiplications are required for each iteration. A second processor helps because the sparse matrix times column vector operation is an easily distributed task. Eq.3 would run in constant time given enough processors since there is no data dependency in the multiplication operation.
Since the user's hand does not move very far in this short update time, so far only a single iteration has been required. More sophisticated techniques are used to get the system to converge initially. Graphics updates are run remotely at a much slower rate.
In practice, the use of a Jacobian pseudo-inverse in Eq.3 to perform Newton-like steps does not work very well at all in augmented coordinates for common examples. It is necessary to be very close to a solution for the Newton-like method to work 10, 12 . Reduced coordinate representations appear to work much better with a Jacobian pseudo-inverse 5, 17 . Again, we cannot afford the O(n 3 ) cost of matrix inverse operations (which are also required in Fletcher-Powell 33 and other more advanced techniques). Also, we prefer the use of augmented coordinates for use in the inverse dynamics in Section 5.
Radius of Convergence during Manipulation
A concern with local methods for optimization solutions is that they can get stuck in a minima somewhere away from the global solution. Our use of a local method is due to a severe performance requirement for force interaction and the fact that we can take tremendous advantage of inter-frame coherence during continuous manipulation. The configuration at the previous timestep will be extremely close to the solution we require at the current timestep.
To gain some insight into the radius of convergence within this coherent environment, we turn to some empirical evidence in representative cases. We assume that some admissible configuration satisfies the assembly and objective requirements initially. The rate of change in slope in Eq.3 is measured due to a range of input changes. As long as a user does not move so quickly as to escape some locally convex region, then the constraints will always be maintained in the steady state. Because the local method runs at kilohertz rates, the "escape velocity" for the manipulation of a node's position, for example, in practice would be on the order of one kilometer per second.
Generalized Inverse Kinematics
Manipulation through inverse kinematics is often useful in animation operations and kinematic workspace visualization. Some solutions from the literature do not use numerical means and are quite robust 23, 24 but not very general in scope.
A largely neglected inverse kinematics problem is the manipulation of closed loop mechanisms (Fig.2) . When a part is constrained to be attached to a finger, but no configuration can reach the position or orientation of the finger, some "best" or optimal solution is required. Closed chain inverse kinematics are found from the geometric satisfaction solution given above. Using objectives ( f ) that indicate the norm of the point-finger distance should be minimized, or by adding finger constraints to the assembly, we have an effective means for manipulating a virtual mechanism with multiple fingers and hands.
General inverse kinematics solutions for flexible body coordinates are also found with our geometric optimization (Fig.9) . See the references 25, 26 for a description of coordinates of flexible bodies q f . A design objective f for flexible coordinates is the minimization of strain energy
for stiffness matrix K f . For our purposes, minimizing the strain energy q T f K f q f will prevent large deformations in the flexible body inverse kinematics solution.
Graph Theory and Inverse Dynamics
Inverse dynamics computations in reduced coordinates make use of open chain analysis methods, such as the recursive Newton-Euler formulation 22 . For closed loops, others 5, 9, 15, 16 use graph theory for cutting closed loop systems into open chains, at which point the recursive methods can be used. However, it is necessary to solve for the cut forces, a cubic cost O(n 3 ) operation in general.
A mechanical topology can be represented by a graph. Bodies are nodes, and joints (or other constraints) are edges in this context. Optimal spanning trees can be constructed so that edges left out are cut, e.g., joints/constraints are cut, in the least computationally expensive way. The graph of the mechanism from Fig.2 is shown in Fig.3 . Our method is organized around graph theory. However, we do not require cut joints because our coordinates describe joint constraints at a local scope (by using local frame body geometry to define joints as constraints) and the operator's fingers are presumed to be involved in only one constraint (each) on the mechanism.
Inverse Dynamics
The general constrained equations of motion are frequently used to solve forward and inverse dynamics problems. If the Lagrange multiplier technique is used, two derivatives of the constraint equations are coupled with the equations of motion, for mass tensor M, undetermined multipliers λ, external forces Qe, and forces quadratic in velocity Qv 11, 20 .
Cq(q,t)q
Inverse dynamics computations are needed to compute joint loads. For bodies that are involved in only one constraint in the mechanism (such as a finger-to-assembly attachment) the loads can be evaluated using only Eq.6. In that case, the joint constraint force C T q λ will be the unknown and can be obtained, for open or closed loops, in augmented coordinates as,
This form can be computed quickly. Propogation of accelerations and forces along a chain is not required because we have the world frame generalized accelerationsq from the user's movements of the assembly and the augmented formulation establishes joints at a local scope. Inverse dynamics formulations in reduced coordinates are also possible, such as the recursive Newton-Euler formulation 22 , which can be extended for closed loops 5, 16 . In general, to compute forces applied to a body that is part of a loop (has more than one constraint on it), the augmented coordinate formulation requires solving for the Lagrange multipliers and accelerations in Eqs.5,6.
Inverse Dynamics for Design through Haptics
Whether the multipliers λ and Jacobian Cq are obtained separately or not, the joint constraint force Wc = C T q λ in the configuration space of the mechanism may be expressed in terms of body space force and torque W through standard transformation operators G 26, 29 ,
This force and torque may be projected in the direction of a joint axis to provide the amount of torque required by a controls system to produce a motion. For our interactive haptics force feedback application, W can be transmitted to the user, where the user's fingers or hands are point or rigid constraints C f ing at various places on the assembly. Which constraint is used will correspond to whether point or grasping contact is assumed.
The joint constraint force will now serve two purposes; it will be the constraint force required to keep the user on the assembly, and it will be the force felt by the user from inertial and quadratic velocity forces from the mechanism while manipulated (accelerated by the user).
q andq in the equations of motion may be obtained by observing how q from the haptics inverse kinematics changes over time. For a PHANToM T M or other device with encoders, there is no noise and no filtering of position is required to obtainq numerically. For devices with potentiometers, the situation is more problematic, but filtering with some delay works well.
When flexible body coordinates are present, Eq.6 can be extended with elastic forces K f q f and elastic inertial terms. The addition of flexible force feedback effects during manipulation gives further insight into the characteristics of the virtual mechanism.
Multi-finger, Multi-hand Manipulation

When multiple PHANToM
T M s or a MotionStar T M is available, it may useful to incorporate more than one point contact or grasping contact on the assembly. In fact, these constraints are added as part of building the assembly initially and may be removed or included with flags as previously mentioned. When not all of the finger constraints may be met, as will usually be the case with low degree of freedom virtual mechanisms, the best solution is selected.
Forward Dynamics Manipulation
Forward dynamics is an inherently more difficult and expensive computation than inverse dynamics. Both Eqns.5 and 6 are required for the Lagrange Multiplier method. An approach to assembly manipulation using forward dynamics would be to "push" assemblies around or manipulate them by attaching stiff springs from the finger to the assembly. The need for finger constraints is removed with springs, but stiff springs are needed to approach a firm grasp. Due to computational costs associated with closed loop forward dynamics and the focus of our research on design through kinematic sensitivity analysis, the inverse kinematics and inverse dynamics method has been used so far. A full forward dynamics approach fits into our framework and would have the advantage of accounting for free swinging parts that are not directly prescribed by the user.
Summary
Our work attains interactive force control rates due to a sparse matrix method and the assumption that global optimization concerns will not be a problem in the steady state in practice for assembly manipulation. The optimization method has been organized around:
• Modular symbolic constraint objects for design parameter selection, • Graph theory organization of the mechanical topology, constraint framework and design parameters, • Local scope constraints in augmented coordinates that avoid expensive computations with closed loop inverse kinematics and inverse dynamics analysis for haptics.
Appendix A: Simple Joint Constraints
This paper presents a modular framework in which simple joints and more complex joints can be used together for assembly and objective optimization. Constraint equations C and their Jacobians Cq are required. The constraints are written in the manner of the spherical, revolute, translational, universal, and other geometric joint constraints 13, 10, 29 . We will derive the constraint equation for a spherical and universal joint for reference here. The universal joint included here incorporates a spherical joint constraint for the first three constraints and a perpendicular constraint for the fourth equation. The universal joint features of the two bodies must meet, which is enough for a spherical joint constraint, given by
A is a rotation matrix, q i,disp is a translation vector, and q i,rot are the rotation coordinates, whether Euler angles, quaternions, Rodriguez parameters, etc., and k is a constant local body frame vector indicating the position of the universal joint feature.
The perpendicular condition enforces the constraint that the local body axes, h i , h j of each piece remain at 90 degrees,
Four degrees of freedom are removed by the universal joint. The Jacobian of this constraint has 14 columns, i.e. the partial derivative with respect to the translation and quaternion coordinates.
Appendix B: Alpha_1 CAD Specification of Virtual Mechanisms
The Alpha_1 modeling environment 27 has been extended to interface assemblies with the high performance design variation framework. Joint features are defined as local body frame vectors in the Alpha_1 SCL modeling language. For example, the quarter-torus in Parts are assembled with connections, or graph edges indicating joint constraints, between bodies (graph nodes), such as The joint feature vectors can be constants or may be derived though inheritance or instantiation like any SCL modeling variable. The entire assembly is defined with a list of connections a : assembly(c1,c2,c3,...);
Special finger (manipulation) objectives or constraints are also added with connections in a similar way. The interaction thread spawns from the Alpha_1 modeling process to run the high performance haptics design variation. Alpha_1 models are updated with the results of this interactive optimization.
Appendix C: Dexterity Objectives
The manipulability ellipsoid defined by the eigenvectors of the manipulator Jacobian J is the measure of the dexterity of a mechanism or a character's hands; it is an interesting design objective. A good review of dexterity measure is in the references 30 , including appendages with closed loops 41 . In differential kinematics 8 , one manipulability measure is f (q) = det(J(q)J T (q)).
It uses the geometric velocity manipulator Jacobian J. We will use the cross product form for spatial manipulators. For example, for revolute joints, for joint coordinate axes z, Denavit-Hartenburg coordinate origin o, and body point x
Other joint constraints have similar forms for J 31 . The algebra for f (q) can easily be reworked in augmented coordinates, noting that a constant vector in that body frame u locates o (which can be obtained initially as in the references 28 ). Casting the maximization as a minimization, we obtain a new equation for f . 
